THE MONOPOLY OPTION: OBSELESCENT OR A “BEST BUY” IN ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG CONTROL?
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ABSTRACT

Given the attractive but problematic nature of psychoactive substances, legal markets in them are commonly subject to government controls, both as a source of revenue and to control levels of use and harm. One control option is government monopolisation of all or part of the market. The diverse modern histories of monopolisation for tobacco, opium and alcohol are described, along with evidence on monopolies’ substantial effectiveness in raising revenue and in minimising harms. Interests and arguments opposing monopolies are described. Monopolisation has decreased in the neoliberal era, but the monopoly option has benefits for public health and the public interest.

GOVERNMENT MONOPOLY OF PSYCHOACTIVE SUBSTANCES: A RICH HISTORY

Alcohol, tobacco, opiates and many other psychoactive substances are attractive commodities, and in most circumstances can be sold for more than the cost of production and distribution. This makes control of the market in them attractive to governments, as well as to private economic interests, as a source of revenue.

Consuming them also carries considerable potential for harm, not only to the consumer but also to others. Heavy use of many psychoactive substances is a causal factor in injuries, illness and interpersonal and social problems. Governments may seek to control the market in these commodities, or even prohibit their sale or use, in the interests of public welfare and health. Governments thus have diverse interests in seeking to control the market in these attractive but potentially harmful commodities. In some circumstances the interests may point in the same direction in terms of control policies, but the fiscal interest and the harm prevention interest in particular will often point in opposite directions.

One way for a government to control a market in a commodity is to monopolise it, taking direct control of one or more aspects of the production and distribution of the commodity. This paper considers the history of the monopoly strategy and its purposes and effects, for tobacco, opium and alcohol. We find substantial and evocative differences between the three substances in the political and reputational history of their monopolisation. In this discussion, “monopoly” is construed quite broadly, to include monopolizing just one level or portion of the market – for instance, of only one type of alcohol, or only in a limited geographic area, or of only the retail level of the market, or of sales only for off-premise and not on-premise consumption – or even where some private participation in the same market is allowed, as in Ontario, for instance, where winery retail shops coexist with a government shop system also selling wine.

We focus particularly on two potential purposes of monopolisation: as a source of revenue, and in order to control the market in the interests of public health and welfare. In some circumstances, these purposes can actually be complementary. Raising the tax on the product will increase the revenue, and will also to some extent reduce the level of consumption – so that increasing taxes on alcohol is one of WHO’s “best buys”, for instance, for public health action on preventing non-communicable disease in which alcohol is a factor. But from a fiscal perspective, the tax increase will increase revenue, since these commodities are attractive enough to be “price inelastic”, as the economists term it: that is, raising the price will reduce the quantity of sales, but not nearly enough to balance out the increased amount paid per unit.

However, in a broader frame of reference a thirst for revenue and an interest in serving public health and welfare are competitive purposes for a government (see footnote 1). Expanding the market with more sales results in more revenue, while public health and welfare interests are best served by reducing consumption. As we shall describe, the competition between these two interests is a crucial dimension in the history of government monopolies.

A primary motivation of governments in seeking control of the market in a commodity has long been to collect tax on the commodity. The tax could be collected directly by the government, but in the early modern period more often the right to collect such excise taxes was sold to private parties, “tax farmers”. In the course of the 18th and 19th centuries, tax farming was increasingly replaced by direct government taxation. Whether in the form of a tax farm or a direct excise, revenue from commodities like alcohol were a major source of revenue to many governments; for instance, the first domestic federal tax in the nascent United States, imposed in 1791, was on spirits. In support of the tax, Alexander Hamilton argued that demand for alcohol was inelastic, so that a tax would not constrain the market: spirits “had a hold on the attachments of mankind, which, especially when confirmed by habit,

---


are not easily alienated from them”. The inelasticity of demand for alcohol and other habit-forming commodities has long made them attractive targets for taxation.

Governments have also long sought to control alcoholic beverage sales from the perspective of public welfare. In this line, Hamilton also made a different and somewhat contradictory argument for the spirits tax; spirits were “the cheap drink of the laboring classes”, and the tax would restrain what had “become a ravaging plague” (see footnote 4). Governments have long perceived a need to control the conditions of alcohol sales and consumption, often by requiring that the sales points or persons be licensed. Thus in early modern England, alehouses were seen as “a threat to public order and morality”, and the Licensing Act of 1552 required that a licence be obtained and maintained to operate one.

The government assuming direct control of all or part of the market was a further step beyond these fiscal and licensing controls. This step has been taken at various times by governments for different reasons. In communist economic systems, of course, the step was a general change, not specific to the particular commodities we are focusing on. In other circumstances, the step was often motivated by concerns about social welfare and health, and/or by a need for added revenue.

It should be noted that state monopolies are not the only vehicles of market concentration for psychoactive substances. Both the tobacco and the alcohol markets are substantially oligopolised within countries and for that matter internationally. Thus three major producers accounted for 90% of the tobacco market in the UK in the 1980s, and four producers for 88% of the market in the US in the 1970s; in 2008, the top five concerns accounted for 85% of the global cigarette market. In 2006, the top five spirits multinational companies accounted for 46% of the global branded spirits output, and the top five beer companies for 31% of branded beer output. With further consolidation, by 2016 one beer
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company (AB Inbev) alone accounted for 28% of global branded beer output.\textsuperscript{11} While wine is less oligopolised (the top 5 wine companies accounted for 11% of the 2006 global market – see footnote 10), the trend toward international consolidation of the wine market is also underway (e.g.,\textsuperscript{12}). With their multinational reach, the leading alcoholic beverage companies are much bigger economic actors than any of the government alcohol monopolies.

THE DIVERSE EXPERIENCE WITH DIFFERENT SUBSTANCES

This paper focuses on historical experience with government monopolization of three particular psychoactive substances – tobacco, opium and alcohol. As we shall describe, there are substantial differences between psychoactive substances in the history of government monopolies and their primary motivation. After considering some aspects of the history for each of the substances, we will consider some more general conclusions which can be drawn from looking at the history across the substances.

Tobacco

In the case of tobacco, the primary governmental concern historically has usually been revenue. The prototype in modern history of a monopoly of a psychoactive commodity was the strong and profitable tobacco monopoly instituted in Venice in 1659,\textsuperscript{13} a model which was widely followed until recent decades. Around 2000, state tobacco monopolies still supplied about 40% of world cigarette consumption\textsuperscript{14} – and this was after a wave of privatizations in 32 countries in the period between 1991 and 2000, impelled variously by the break-up of the Soviet Union, by rules of the European Union’s single market, and by neoliberally-tinged advice from the International Monetary Fund.\textsuperscript{15}


With a few exceptions (e.g., 16), the public health-oriented literature on tobacco has been hostile to state tobacco monopolies, since they were seen as instrumentalities facilitating the use of a harmful product. However, a review of the effects of privatizing government tobacco monopolies found “very different behaviour of state and privately owned companies.... TTCs [transnational tobacco companies] advertise extensively where SOTMs [state-owned tobacco monopolies] did not. TTCs target marketing to create demand amongst groups with low levels of smoking previously ignored by SOTMs. TTCs circumvent existing legislation and work assiduously to overturn unfavourable legislation and create new favourable legislation in ways that SOTMs did not. Thus, in shifting ownership to the private sector, privatisation augments both the capacity and motivation of the supplier to increase production and marketing and dilute the impact of regulation.” (see reference 15)

Besides these negative virtues – in terms of the public health interest -- of less marketing and less political lobbying, in recent decades some government tobacco monopolies took on public health agendas. For instance, before it was privatized prior to Sweden’s entry into the European Union, Sweden’s government tobacco monopoly developed and marketed snus, a “sucking tobacco” product with the nitrosamines removed, as a much less harmful alternative to cigarettes. Its use in Norway and Sweden has been shown to have reduced tobacco smoking in both Norway and Sweden.17, 18 The Swedish study found that “snus has contributed to decreasing initiation of smoking rather than serving as a gateway to smoking. Smokers who have taken up snus use have quit smoking to a significantly greater extent than smokers without snus use, and a substantial proportion has eventually quit snus use as well and become tobacco-free.... Snus has been a major factor behind Sweden’s record-low prevalence of smoking and its position as the country with Europe’s lowest level of tobacco-related mortality among men” (reference 17). But public health advocates against tobacco have remained highly skeptical, and have succeeded in keeping snus banned from sale in Australia and in countries of the European Union other than Sweden.

Opium

In the 19th and early 20th centuries, as the European and Japanese colonial empires became consolidated in the Asia-Pacific region, a major problem for each was how to finance the machinery of empire. A substantial part of the answer for this was through revenue from the sale of opium. For the British, a primary revenue source was from monopoly wholesaling of Indian opium, particularly to end up in China, although the Chinese government resisted making this trade legal. For all the colonial powers, including the British, there was also sale to overseas Chinese in their empire’s territories, and in some places also to the indigenous population. The opium trade furnished one-seventh of the total revenue


of British India, and about 25 to 30 percent of the revenue of Dutch, French and other British Asian colonial territories. Until the US (having taken the Philippines from Spain in 1898) banned the sale of opium in 1908, every colonial power in the region, including Japan, maintained a monopoly over the sale of opium on their colonial territory, initially through a farm system, where the monopoly right was sold to private interests for a given period of time (reference 20, pp. 138-141). At the end of the 19th century and beginning of the 20th, government monopoly systems replaced the farm systems – first in French Indochina in 1883, followed by the Dutch in Java in 1894-7, and eventually in 1907-9 by Siam and the British in Malaya and the Straits Settlements. The farm system in Java had come under attack as corrupt and abusive, and replacement by a government monopoly was presented as an ethical reform: “the state could sell the opium at high fixed prices”, which “would make immoderate use impossible for most people”. However, “the new monopolies proved far more profitable than the old opium farms”, and profits continued to rise till 1920, when international agreements on opium restrictions began to be put into effect.

In the context of opium, then, by the early 20th century government monopolies had taken on a negative reputation from the perspective of public welfare and health. The priority for government monopolies was much more on revenue than on any welfare aim, and the monopolies were primarily imposed by imperial powers on subject peoples. In Britain, a reform advocacy group, the Society for the Suppression of the Opium Trade, founded in the mid-1870s, was “taking the lead in pushing the issue”, with arguments for abolishing rather than reforming the trade. On the international level, the eventual result was the international drug treaty system, outlawing any nonmedical trade in opium, and eventually requiring governments to criminalise possession of opium other than for medical purposes.

References:


Ironically, the international treaties do require a government monopoly at the wholesale level for any country producing opium for medical or scientific use.25 The official commentary on the treaties notes that those planning the control regime concluded that the “wholesale and international trade ... cannot be entrusted to private traders, but must be undertaken by governmental authorities in the producing countries”.26 The treaty thus recognizes the utility of a government monopoly for strict control of the market.

**Alcohol**

Since alcoholic beverages can be produced from a wide variety of agricultural products, monopolising their production was not easily enforced by the premodern state. Sweden, for instance, implemented a crown distillation monopoly in 1776, but abandoned such a centralised system in 1787.27 Production monopolies such as this were primarily aimed at revenue generation, but were considerably undercut by illegal production. Controls were generally easier to impose at the retail level, primarily through licensing measures. Before the 19th century, control of the alcohol market was often local, rather than national. Such local control would often result in private monopolies at the local level (reference 27).

In Europe and in European settler societies, the spread of distillation lowered the cost of alcohol and made it more readily available, resulting in substantial increases in alcohol consumption and in problems from drinking. In the latter half of the 19th century, along with the emergence of strong temperance movements in Anglophone societies and northern Europe, there were various initiatives to control the supply of alcohol. Among these were the “Gothenburg system”, spreading from Sweden after 1865, creating a local retail monopoly with a charter which included as goals

- to reduce the number of public houses;
- to make public houses eating houses where warm, cooked food was available at moderate prices;
- to refuse sale of spirits on credit or pledge;
- to secure strict supervision of all public houses by inspectors of their own, in addition to the police; and
- to pay to the town treasury all the net profits of sales of spirits.28, pp. 35-39
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Although no longer with a distinctive label, such local monopoly arrangements still exist today, for instance in Australia (reference 28), New Zealand\(^{29}\) and Minnesota.\(^{30}\)

In the late 19\(^{th}\) century, state alcohol monopolies at the wholesale level emerged, often with the aim of organizing and smoothing the market for an alcoholic beverage type,\(^{31}\) but sometimes also with public health or welfare aims.\(^{32}\) More comprehensive retail and wholesale monopolies also emerged, often with revenue generation as a primary aim. Thus one-third of the Russian government’s budget for 1908 was derived from the government liquor monopoly.\(^{33}\) There were also other governmental motivations at stake in some systems: the French colonial spirits monopoly in Vietnam did not produce much revenue, but served as an instrument of surveillance and control of the colonial population.\(^{34}\)

As temperance movements moved towards pushing for prohibition in the latter half of the 19\(^{th}\) century, the idea of government monopolization became a major alternative proposal for controlling the harms from alcohol. Versions of the Gothenburg system were proposed as an alternative to prohibition. In the U.S., for instance, the upper-class “Committee of 50 for the Investigation of the Liquor Problem” proposed removing the profit motive from alcohol distribution by making it the task of government monopolies modeled on the “Norwegian or Company system” – as the Committee referred to Gothenburg systems.\(^{35}\)

A major breakthrough for public health-oriented monopolies came with the end of periods of prohibition in the 1920s and early 1930s. As Canadian provinces one by one retreated from the national prohibition imposed near the end of World War I, they installed quite restrictive provincial wholesale


and retail monopolies (e.g., 36,37). These systems often included controls and rationing at the individual level, as the Swedish Bratt system -- emerging in the same period -- also did.38 The experience with these systems was reported on favourably as systems to replace prohibition were considered at Repeal of U.S. national prohibition,39 and 18 US states and some counties set up monopolies of substantial portions of the market.40 The fact that such monopolies were replacing a legal prohibition made this path much easier in political terms than if the state monopoly were replacing legal private interests; in the last half century, government monopolization of an alcohol market which was already legal does not seem to have occurred above the community level.

The majority of the alcohol monopolies set up in North America and the Nordic countries after repeal of alcohol prohibition or as an alternative to it have survived in some form until the present. However, their scope has often been narrowed, and the original strict purchasing controls have often been relaxed. A factor in their survival against the tendencies of a neoliberal era is that the state monopoly arrangement almost inevitably brings more revenue to the government for a given level of sales than licensing the market to private enterprise. To the extent governments have been aware of this, this has discouraged privatization. When private interests and neoliberal orthodoxy have succeeded in privatizing a monopoly system, it has been a recurrent and unpleasant surprise to find that the promise that the government will not lose revenue in the change, as part of the privatisation arrangements, has meant that retail prices have risen with privatization.41, 42

Given the disposition of events in recent decades, studies of the public health effects of alcohol monopolies have mostly been of what happened in privatisations. These have been found to have been substantially to the detriment of public health and welfare: privatisations “commonly involve higher density of outlets, longer hours or more days of sale, ... a strong orientation to commercial aspects of
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alcohol sales and the introduction of new vested economic interests into alcohol management arrangements”, accompanied by substantial increases in levels of alcohol consumption.43

As political pressures to privatise government alcohol monopolies increased in recent decades, management and the employee unions of the monopolies have often reached out for alliances with public health interests in maintaining the monopoly. For instance, the Swedish retail monopoly, Systembolaget, presents itself to the Swedish public as acting in the interests of public health.45 However, support for the monopoly option from the public health field has generally not been strong. In the US, for instance, until at least the 1970s public health interests tended to shy away from any type of alcohol market control as reminiscent of prohibition,46 and there was a tendency to downplay alcohol’s harms to health in epidemiological texts.47 To my knowledge, there has been no public health call for new monopolisations of alcohol, although a US federal agency has published a systematic review finding public health advantages in monopoly systems (reference 44). However, as recreational cannabis markets are legalized in Canada, several provinces are following the alcohol precedent by setting up monopoly schemes.48 Legalisation of cannabis in Uruguay also involves a monopolistic element.49

SOME GENERALISATIONS ABOUT GOVERNMENT MONOPOLIES OF PSYCHOACTIVE SUBSTANCES

A productive source of revenue


https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6089329/ (accessed 7 April, 2019)

Where the supply of an attractive psychoactive substance can be controlled, it is a potentially potent source of revenue. This was a particularly crucial consideration for governments in the premodern world, before such revenue sources as income tax were generally available. A government monopoly of the wholesale/import and retail levels will usually yield more revenue for a given level of consumption than a tax on licensed private markets, because of efficiencies in distribution and sale, and the absence of private profit.

As noted above, a government’s revenue interests and public health interests are not necessarily in conflict, in that a higher tax or profit will tend to hold down consumption. But from the perspective of a government finance or treasury department, ambitions for revenue from sale of the substance will extend well beyond what can be gained in this way, and may result in efforts to stimulate the market. This means that how the purposes of the monopoly are defined, how it is organized, and where it is located in the structure of government, are of crucial importance in how it operates in the long run. Location in the finance or treasury department will tend to mean that revenue considerations take priority over public health and welfare interests.

The history of opiate monopolies, in particular, points to another dimension to take into account concerning government monopolies: is there a disjunction between the interests of the government which controls the monopoly and the monopoly’s customers? The imperial opium monopolies in Asia in the 19th century were profiting from customers who were not their constituents. This particular disjunction ended with the end of the empires. But on a smaller scale, the same phenomenon can be found with some monopolies today. For instance, the US state of New Hampshire sites liquor stores near the Massachusetts border, a much more populous state, to hold down state taxes by profiting from sales to Massachusetts customers.

Limiting social and health harm

A sales monopoly, particularly at the retail level, is an effective way of limiting social and health harm. It will be most effective in this where such public health and welfare aims are a primary consideration for the monopoly. But, as suggested by the findings of Gilmore and colleagues (reference 15) concerning tobacco monopolies, even a retail monopoly where public health is at best a secondary consideration tends to operate with less risk of harm than private market actors. Retail alcohol monopolies generally have fewer outlets and shorter hours than in a private for-profit market, and are less likely to offer discounts and sale prices for the products. Usually the employees are civil servants with a regular career path, and more likely than the casual workers often employed in private stores to adhere to policies to limit harm, such as rules against sales to underaged or drunken customers.

Whether at the level of production, of wholesaling or import, or of retail, monopolisation replaces private market actors which have a vested interest in expanding the market and increasing sales. In


particular, producers and sellers have an interest in expanding sales to heavier consumers, since for any psychoactive substance more than half of the total consumption of the substance will be accounted for by less than 10% of those who consume it at all.\textsuperscript{52, 53} Advertising and other promotion of consumption to expand the market is much more easily and effectively minimized with a monopoly than with private market actors. Private interests are also much more likely to lobby actively to expand the market by weakening restrictive regulations or their enforcement; their efforts act as a “ratchet mechanism” to increase, step by step, the market availability of the substance.\textsuperscript{54}

\textbf{Arguments and interests against government monopolies}

Private interests which are replaced or affected by a monopoly are the most obvious opponents of government monopolies. In the current era, these interests are expressed not only in the politics of a particular society, but also internationally. Private agricultural and industrial interests which are strong in a particular country routinely persuade their government to act on their behalf in international commerce, for instance in trade agreements and disputes. Government monopolies are frequently seen as impediments to free trade — an indeed such monopolies have often favoured locally-produced over good coming across a border. A long and unresolved series of disputes between Canada and the U.S., for instance, revolves around actions by state or provincial alcohol monopolies which favour local over imported products.\textsuperscript{55} When Sweden and Finland decided to join the European Union, it was considered likely that, on the initiative particularly of the wine-producing countries of southern Europe, the alcohol monopolies would be declared incompatible with the EU’s single market.\textsuperscript{56} In the event, the monopolies at the retail level were maintained, but the alcohol monopoly system in each country was considerably weakened.

However, opposition to government monopolies has often extended much more broadly than to competing private interests, and can be traced to three other main lines of thinking and argument. One


obvious source is ideological opposition to government rather than private operation of a market, and disfavour of a market which could be private being turned over to a government. In the ideological battle between capitalism and socialism which occupied much of the 20th century, the “small state” argument that anything which could be done by non-state actors should be done that way has often outweighed other considerations in “capitalist” societies. This argument became particularly powerful in the neoliberal era of the later 20th century – the era in which a majority of state tobacco monopolies and a number of state alcohol monopolies were privatized.

A second source of opposition is a commitment to prohibition rather than control of a substance. Historically, the battle between prohibition and “state control” as alternative solutions to the problems brought by psychoactive substance use were most clearly expressed for alcohol. In the case of nonmedical use of opium and other substances covered by the international treaties, until fairly recently the prohibition side of the argument swamped any serious discussion of an alternative. Now, particularly for cannabis, and to a certain extent also some “new psychoactive substances”, there is a new round of serious discussion of state control regimes. The North American discussion about cannabis includes the option of government monopoly regimes for cannabis (e.g., 57). These are now being set up in parts of Canada (see reference 48), but seem to be precluded presently in the U.S. by continued prohibitory law at the federal level.

A third source of opposition is moral opposition or unease about the government dirtying its hands with a problematic business. When the Iowa legislature decided in 1986 to privatize its alcohol monopoly, “those who wanted to get Iowa out of the business contended the state should not be making a profit from liquor, while it approved tougher laws on drunken driving and spent millions of dollars on treating people for substance abuse”.58 The moral unease about the state facilitating a problematic behaviour which produces harms the state then has to address often arises in the pursuit of public health interests – as in harm reduction approaches to illicit drug use59 – and often becomes a block to state action.

A notable feature of the alcohol monopoly history is that the early monopolies primarily motivated by public health and order concerns – for instance, the “Gothenburg schemes” and the Carlisle scheme in Britain60 – were primarily drinking-places for on-premise consumption of alcohol. Nowadays, state monopolies of alcohol are primarily for off-premise sales of alcohol, with on-premise drinking places


(including restaurants) not usually state-owned. These days, it is primarily at the community or local government level that monopolies with on-premise drinking can be found. My hypothesis is that the state being involved in actually pouring the alcohol and serving the drinks proved to be too close an involvement in the potentially problematic behavior for moral comfort. A parallel unease can be observed concerning harm reduction approaches to illicit drug use: it has proved much easier politically to argue for and implement needle exchanges than safe-injection sites, where state oversight is involved in the actual drug use act.

WHERE NOW WITH GOVERNMENT MONOPOLIES OF PSYCHOACTIVE SUBSTANCES?

The recent decades have been paradoxical times, in terms of the potential future of government monopolies of psychoactive substances. Particularly in the neoliberal era, many government monopolies have been privatized. Outside of China, tobacco monopolies are now fairly rare, and alcohol monopolies are thinner on the ground. On the other hand, there is now a fairly substantial evaluation literature on positive effects on public health and welfare of monopolizing the distribution and sale of psychoactive substances. The moves towards legalizing recreational markets in cannabis, particularly in north America, have put the issue of regulatory regimes for psychoactive substances back onto policy agendas, and what was a quite esoteric interest has taken on greater current significance. As the neoliberal era wanes, monopolizing the market in attractive but problematic commodities seems to be coming back onto political agendas.